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Abst rac t - -Th is  paper presents a new method for the global minimization of a function subject to 
linear constraints. The feasible set is first covered by a union of simpler sets, then some of them 
are eliminated using some global analytic infornmtion about the objective function (e.g., Lipschitz 
constants, properties of the derivatives, etc.). The remaining part of the cover is then refined, and 
the process is repeated. Estimates for the computational complexity are given for some cla~es of 
problems. Numerical experience is also reported. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we present an implicit enumeration method for global optimization problems of the 
type: 
global rnin f(x),  subject to x 6 X (1) 
where f :  R n --, R is a continuous function and X C R n is a nonempty compact set. Further 
assumptions on f and X will be given later. The method is an improved version of the algorithms 
described in [1] and [2]. 
It is well known that problem (1) is a difficult problem - -  it is NP-hard even in the case when 
f is quadratic oncave and the constraints are simply lower and upper bounds for the variables 
(see, e.g., [3]). When f is quadratic separable and X is linearly constrained, the problem is again 
NP-hard [4, p. 31]. 
A number of methods for global optimization problems have been proposed, both deterministic 
and nondeterministic. We will mention here only a few deterministic ones that seem to be related 
to the present work. For a much more comprehensive bibliography, see [4] or [5]. 
The method described here is based on two ideas: to approximate the objective function f by 
a simpler underestimating function g and to replace the feasible set by a union of n-dimensionai 
intervals. It is well known that if sup~ex If - gi < e, then the optimal values for f and g cannot 
differ by more than e [4]. Methods based on this fact and related ideas are described in [4, ch. 8; 
6,7]. The feasible set partition is also an essential ingredient in several algorithms: Galperin's 
cubic algorithm [8,9], Falk and Soland's algorithm [10], etc. 
When f is approximated by another function and X is replaced by a union of intervals, a 
large number of auxiliary optimization problems will arise. The key issue is to keep that number 
within the tolerable bounds and a possible way out is to consider only a small number of auxiliary 
problems, eliminating those that cannot improve the already known "best" solution as early as 
possible. In other words, an implicit enumeration method seems to be the natural choice in this 
situation. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give the description of the method in general 
terms and prove the corresponding convergence r sult. In Section 3, the method is implemented 
for the case of the concave linearly constrained minimization problem, while Section 4 contains the 
details for the implementation to the minimization of a twice-continuously differentiable function 
over an n-dimensional interval. Both Sections 3 and 4 contain some computational complexity 
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analysis results. The results obtained there (Theorems 3.1 and 4.1) imply that the computational 
effort needed to halve the error bound e is bounded above by a constant independent on e. 
Section 5 summarizes our computational experience with the method. 
2. DESCRIPT ION OF  THE METHOD 
In this section, we consider problem (1), assuming only that the objective function f is contin- 
uous on R n and that the feasible set X is compact. For the description of the method, we need 
the following notation and terminology: 
Let h = (hi,... ,hn) be a vector with positive components, and let ~ = ($I,..., £'n). The set 
C(~, h) = [~ - h~, ~i + hi] x ... x [~. - h., ~. + h.] 
will be referred to as the h-neighborhood of the point ~. A concave function g : R n ---* R satisfying 
g(z) <_ f(z) for z • S is said to be a concave minorant for f on S. 
The idea of the method is to cover the feasible set X with a union of "simple" sets called cells. 
In this paper, cells will always be h-neighborhoods of suitably chosen points. The cover is then 
refined and some of the resulting cells are eliminated using a sequence of tests Ti, T2,... , Tr. 
The remaining cells will, in general, cover only the "interesting" part of the set X. The process 
is repeated until a satisfactory approximation of the optimal objective function value is found. 
A similar idea was used in a semi-infinite programming method [11,12]. In the sequel, we will 
assume that the following two tests are always used: 
TI : A cell S that does not intersect X is to be eliminated. 
T2 : Let a feasible point ~ and a concave minorant g for f on S be given. 
If for each z • S f3 X, we have g(z) >_ f(~), then the cell S is to be eliminated. 
In order to justify T2, let us note that f (z)  > g(z) > f(~) for z • S f3 X so that the already 
available value f(~) cannot be improved on the set SfSX. The inequality g(z) >_ f(~c) for z • Sf'IX 
can be verified by finding or estimating the global minimum of g on SNX. If the concave minorant 
g is carefully chosen, this problem is usually much simpler than the minimization of the objective 
function f .  
The tests Ts, . . .  , Tr are optional and their role is to improve the performance of the algorithm. 
The minimal requirement that such a test has to satisfy is that it must not ehminate all of the 
remaining cells containing optimal points. An example of such a test will be given in Section 3. 
The described idea is implemented in the following: 
ALGORITHM 2.1. Input parameters: A point yO • X,  a finite set Eo C_ R n, and a vector h ° • R~. 
such that 
X C_ U C(z, h °) and intC(z, h °) t3 intC(v, h °) = 0 for z, y • Eo, z # y 
~eEo 
Step0. Set z ° = y°, k = O, j = 
Step 1. Replace j by j + 1. 
Step 2. Set E'~ = 0. Replace h~ 
Step 3. I f  Ek = 0, go to Step 7. 
Step 4. 
Step 5. 
Step 6. 
Step 7. 
Step 8. 
The 
. 
by /2. 
Otherwise, choose ~ E Ek, set 
z' = (~x,...  , zj-1, ~'j - hj , z j+ l , . . .  ,5:n) 
~":  (~l,... ,~-1 ,~ + h~,~,~+l,... ,~.) 
and replace Ek by Ek \ {~}. 
Perform tests T1,T2,... ,T, on the cells S' = C(~',h k) and S" = C(~",h k) using ~ = yk 
and some concave minorants g' and 9" for f on S' and S ' .  
If S' is eliminated, go to Step O. Otherwise, set E'~ := E~, U {~'} and determine a point 
V' E X OC(~',hk). If f (y  ~) < f(yk), set yk = yr. 
If  S" is eliminated, go to Step 3. Otherwise, set E' := E' U {~"} and determine a point 
y" E X N C(~", hk). If  f(y") < f(y~), set yk = y,, and go to Step 3. 
Set Ek = E'k. If j = n, go to Step 8. Otherwise, go to Step 1. 
Set x k+l = yk j = O; replace k by k + 1, and go to Step 1. 
next theorem gives the basic convergence properties of the algorithm. 
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THEOREM 2.1. Consider the problem (1) and suppose that f is continuous and X is compact. 
Let (z ~) be the sequence of points generated by the Algorithm 2.1. Then each cluster point of 
(z k) is a solution to the problem (I). 
PROOF. As z k E X, k = 0, 1 ,2 , . . . ,  all cluster points of (z k) are feasible, as well. Let ~, be a 
cluster point of (zt) ,  let z be an optimal solution to (1), and assume that f(z) < f(~). It is clear 
that a cell containing z cannot be eliminated in Step 4. Let U be a closed ball centered at z with 
the property f ( z )  < f(~) for each z E U, and let k be such that the diameter of ht-neighborhoods 
is smaller than the radius of U. For such a k, any cell S containing z will be contained in U, 
which means that the corresponding point y determined in Step 5 or 6 will satisfy f(y) < .f(e), 
yielding f (z  k+l) < f(y) < f(~), which is a contradiction. II 
The efficiency of the algorithm depends on the number of cells to be processed at each iteration 
and on the computational effort per cell. We shall analyze these questions in Sections 3 and 4. 
Further details on the actual implementation of Algorithm 2.1 will also be given. 
In conclusion, let us note that at each iteration of Algorithm 2.1, it is possible to compute an 
upper bound for the relative error in the optimal objective function value. To this end, it suffices 
to compute 
rain rain g ( z ) 
• EEh zEC(~,h k) 
(which is obviously a lower bound for minxex f(z)) and f (z  ~) (an upper bound). It is then 
possible to stop the computation when the relative error becomes tolerably small. 
3. THE CONCAVE MIN IMIZAT ION CASE 
In this section, we will consider the following special case of problem (1): 
Global rain f(z) 
subject to x E X (2) 
where X = {z E Rn[aTx <_ bi;i = 1,. . .  ,m} is a compact set, a l , . . .  ,am E R n and f :  R n ---, R 
is a concave function. The test Tt can now be formulated as the following linear programming 
problem: 
minimize ~Tf($)rz 
subject to z E X N S 
If the solution set is empty, the cell S is eliminated. Otherwise, the optimal solution can serve 
as a "good" point 9 ~ or y~ in Steps 5 or 6. 
As for the test T:, it is clear that the function f itself can serve as its own concave mine* 
rant. The minimization of f on a cell S can be performed by simply evaluating f at 2 n extreme 
points of S. For moderate values of n, this is a reasonable approach, while for larger values, the 
minimization over S becomes a very difficult problem (as is well known, the minimization of a 
concave function over a hypercube is NP-hard). However, if a concave function is in addition sep- 
arable, minimization over a hypercube is a trivial task and requires only 2n function evaluations. 
Therefore, though f is concave it may still be necessary to construct a concave minorant for f 
that is separable. Some methods for constructing separable concave minorants will be discussed 
in Section 4. In the remainder of this section, we will assume that f is being used as its own 
minorant. 
As has been said before, an interesting problem is to estimate the number of cells to be processed 
per iteration of Algorithm 2.1. The following theorem is an effort in that direction. 
THEOREM 3.1. Consider problem (2) and assume that the objective function f is concave on R n 
and the feasible set is nonempty and bounded. Suppose that problem (2) has the unique solution 
z. Then there exists a constant M such that card ( Ek ) <_ M for all positive integers k and for 
all j e {1,.. .  ,n}. 
PROOF. In order to estimate card (Et) ,  it is sufficient o consider the number of cells retained by 
the algorithm at the end of the kth iteration. Since f is concave on R n, it satisfies the Lipschitz 
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condition on the bounded set X, i.e., If(z) - f(Y)l S Lllz -Yll for some constant L and all z,y 
in X. It is clear from the algorithm that due to the Lipschitz condition at the end of the kth 
iteration, we have 
f (z  k+l) <_ f(z) "% 2LIIhkll (3) 
On the other hand, the concavity of f implies the existence of an open neighborhood U of z and 
a linear function £(z) "-" cT (z  - -  Z) q- f(z) such that f (z)  >_ £(z) > l(z) - f(z); z e U n X, x ¢ z. 
Without loss of generality, we may assume that U contains no other extreme point of X. 
Since the minimum of f on X \ U is greater than f(z), from (3) it follows that for k _> k0 all 
cells retained in the kth iteration must be contained in U (T2 will eliminate all other cells). Let 
Yk = e a"le( ) <_ + 2(II + 2L)ilhkll} 
let k > k0 and consider a cell S retained at the end of the kth iteration. Then, S N X ~ 0 (by 
7"1) and S C Yk because 
~n~.(z) ~ mx~ f(w, ) ~ f(x m') ~ f(z) -I- 2Lllhk-~ll = f(z) -l- 4Lllh~ll 
so that for an arbitrary E S we have 
.qy) _< + 211cll Ilhkll _< fCz) + 2(11 11 + 2t,)lihkll • 
Hence S N X n Y~ ~ ¢. 
Let Yk be the ball of minimal radius rk centered at z containing X N Yk. Denote by Wk the 
ball centered at z with radius rk + 2llh~ll. It is easy to see that W~ contains S. The number of 
ceils of the same size with disjoint interiors contained in Wk is bounded above by a constant M. 
When k is replaced by k+ 1 the numbers rk, Ilhkll and the size of the cells are halved so that the 
same upper bound M applies. |
In Section 5 we will present some numerical evidence that shows that the cardinality of E~ 
usually increases during the first few iterations and then becomes practically constant. 
It is worth mentioning that the conclusion of Theorem 3.1 remains true if problem (2) has a 
finite number of solutions; only some minor changes in the proof are needed. 
The concavity of the objective function f can be used to formulate additional reduction tests 
and a stopping criterion that will make Algorithm 2.1 finite. This, however, involves an increase 
in the amount of computational work per iteration. An example of such a test is 
Ts : A cell S that intersects less than n of the hyperplanes aTx --- bi ,  i - -  1 , . . .  , m is to  be 
eliminated. 
Indeed, if a cell S contains an extreme point of X, then at least n of the hyperplanes aT z -- bi, 
i = 1,...  ,m, intersect S. On the other hand, if the objective function is concave, it is enough to 
consider extreme points of X only. This simple observation leads immediately to the following 
stopping rule. 
Stopping criterion: If for current h and j, all the cells intersect exactly n of the hyperplanes 
aTz = bi, i = 1,... ,m, solve the corresponding linear systems. Whenever such a system has the 
unique solution which belongs to the cell in consideration, add it to the list of potential global 
optima. 
Denote the obtained points by y - l , . . .  ,y- , .  Global minimum value of f is then min{f(y-1), 
. . .  , / (y - ' )} .  
It is easy to see that if this stopping criterion is inserted into Algorithm 2.1 after T3, then the 
algorithm terminates in a finite number of steps, provided that each optimal extreme point of X 
is nondegenerate. A somewhat more complicated stopping rule can be formulated that will work 
in the degenerate case as well. 
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4. THE GENERAL CASE 
In this section we shall consider the problem 
global rain f(x) 
subject to z E X -- [P1,ql] x ... x [Pn,q,~] (4) 
where f is a twice-continuously differentiable function. Due to the special structure of the set X, 
possible choices for E0 and h ° are 
Eo = {((pl  + (p. + q. )12)} ,  h ° = - p )12 . . . . .  (q.  - p . )12)  
With such a choice of Eo and h °, the test TI becomes uperfluous. 
Let ~ = (£"I,... , z , )  and h = (h i , . . .  ,hn) > 0 be given and consider the separable concave 
function: 
t l  n 
g(z) = f(}) + Z P,(z, - $,) - Z Q'lz'  - ~'[ (5) 
i=1 i----1 
where Q1 >_ 0, . . .  ,Q ,  >_ 0. Since f satisfies the Lipschitz condition, the numbers P I , . . .  ,pn, 
and Q1, . . .  , Qn can be chosen so that g is a concave minorant for f on C(~, h). For example, 
one can choose P~ = Of(z)/Ozi, while Qi can be obtained from the remainder term of the Taylor 
formula: 
l ( z  - ~)TH($)(z -- ~) 
by rounding. Moreover, it is clear that Qi's can be chosen so that we have Q, _< (const.)llhll. 
If f is convex on C($, h) with respect o some (or all) variables, it is convenient to choose the 
corresponding Qi's equal to zero. 
This observation will play an important role in the proof of the next lemmata. 
Since the concave minorant (5) is separable, its minimization over the cell C(~, h) is a trivial 
task and we shall assume that the points y~ and y" in Steps 5 and 6 of Algorithm 2.1 are chosen 
to be the minimizers of g. 
For the analysis of the number of cells to be processed at the kth iteration of Algorithm 2.1, 
we shall need the following: 
ASSUMPTION 4.1. 
(i) Problem (4) has finitely many solutions. Let Z be a complete list. 
(ii) For each z E Z the following property is satisfied: If  zi is an endpoint o£ ~,  qi] then 
Of(z)/Ozi ~ O. Moreover, the Hessian matrix o f f  with respect o the remaining compo- 
nents is positive definite at z. 
Let U be an arbitrary open set containing Z and let U0 = U N X. Since f ( z  k) approaches 
the optimal function value as k -~ co it is clear that for k sufficiently large all remaining cells 
will be contained in U0. In other words, the reasoning can be "localized" to arbitrary small 
neighborhoods of the optimal points. 
For the sake of simplicity we shall consider the two-dimensional set X. It will become clear 
from the proof that the general case can be handled in much the same way. The points in Z can 
now be classified as follows: 
z l  = Zlz = (zl ,z2) and z2 {p2,q2}}, 
Z~ = {z 6 Zlz = (zl, z2) and zx 6 (px, ql), z~ 6 (p2, q~)}, 
Zs = {z 6 Z[ one of za, z~ is an endpoint and the other is not}. 
It is convenient to denote the derivatives of f by 
f~ -- Of /Oxl, f~ -- Of /Ox~, f~  -- 02 f /Ox~, f~2 = 02 f /OzlOz2, f~  = a2 f /Ox~ . 
By Assumption 4.1, for each z E Z, it is possible to choose a neighborhood V, and a positive 
constant A so that the following inequalities hold: 
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If z E Zt then 0 < A _< [f/(z)], i = 1,2; z E V~. 
If z E Z2 then 
. 2 2 " X 4--.~Z~ 2 , R2. O < A(I/~ + y~) <_ f~1(z)y14- f{2( )9192 .I"22L )Y2 fo rzE~ Y6 
If z E Zs and, e.g., zl E (Pl,qt), z2 E {P2, q2}, then 
0 < A _< ]f~(z)] and 0 < A _< fI~(z) for each z e Vz. 
By the continuity of the second derivatives of f we also have: 
If'(x)l </3,  x • ½, i = 1,2 
If'j(=)l < B, z • V=, i , j  - 1,2 
l l  ~ .2 2 I I  Z It X"  2 f~l( )Yl 4- f12( )YlY2 4- f2=( )Y2 <- B(Y~ + Y~), z • Vz, Y • R2. 
for some constant B > 0. 
There is no loss of generality in assuming that the neighborhoods V,'s are disjoint. Let U0 = 
(U~egV,)AX,  and suppose that k0 is large enough so that for } >_ k0, we have U#EEC(a~ , h t) C_C - U0. 
The next three lemmata will establish sufficient conditions for a cell C(~, hk), ~ • Ek, to be 
eliminated at Step 4 of Algorithm 2.1. Since Ek and h k change during the kth iteration, to avoid 
ambiguity we will consider from this point on only their respective values at the end of the kth 
iteration. Moreover, since it is not clear which value of y k is used in Steps 4, 5, and 6, our 
estimates in lemmata re based on x k rather than y ~ (note that f ( z  k) > f (yk)  during the entire 
kth iteration). 
LEMMA 4.1. Let z • Z1 and let k > ko. Then the cell C(Yc,ht), ~c • Ek can be retained only if 
IXl -- Zll 4- 1~2 -- Z2I < 2B(h~ + h~)/A. II 
PROOF. Since a cell S containing z can never be eliminated, for each k there exists ~ • Et such 
that z • C(~, hk). For k > k0, the concave minorant e for f on C(~:, h k) attains its minimum at 
z, which means that f (x  k) = f(z) provided that k > k0. 
Without loss of generality, we may assume that z = (Pl,P2). Let ~ • Ek A V, be arbitrary and 
k > k0. The minorant # for f on C(~, h k) is 
g(z) = f(£)  4- f~(~)(xl - Xl) 4" f6(~)(x2 - x2) -- OllXl - £:11 - O2lx2 - ~21, 
and it attains its minimum on C(~, h k) at (~t  - h i ,  ~2 - h2) ,  Hence 
g(z) >_ f(~) - (/3 4- Qt)h~ - (B + Q2)h~ > f (~)  - 2/3(h~ 4- h~) (6) 
where the last inequality holds for k > k~ > k0 since Q~ ~ 0, Q2 ~ 0 as k ---, c¢. Using Lagrange 
formula we get 
f (~)  >_ f ( z )  4- A(~I - zl) 4- A(£'2 - z2) (7) 
From (6) and (7) it follows that 
g(z) >_ f ( z )  + A(~i - z~) + A(~2 - z2) - 2B(h~ + h~). 
Now we conclude that the test Tz will eliminate the cell C(~, h ~) unless 
f ( z )  + A(~I - zl) + A(~2 - z2) - 2B(htl + h~) < f(z),  
i.e., (Xl - zx) 4- (~2 - z2) < 2B(h~ + h~)/A. | 
LEMMA 4.2. Let z • Z2 and let k > ko. Then the cell C(~c, ht), ~ • Et can be retained only if 
- z l l  ___ Ilhkllnx, where Bx is a constant. 
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PROOF. In order to estimate f(zk),  k > k0 we will use a cell C(~,hk-1),  ~ E Ek-1 containing z. 
The Taylor expansion and Assumption 4.1 yield: 
/(=) =/(a)  + ½[ / f i (~) (= l  - a l )  2 + 2 / ;~(~)(=1 - a~)(=2 - a2) +/ i~(~) (== - ~2) 2] 
< f(z) ÷ ½B[(=I - 11) 2 -4- (z2 - 12) 2] _ f(z) "4" 2BHhk-XH~ = f(z) ÷ 8Bllhkll ~, 
where the inequalities hold for all z in C(~, hk-1). By Steps 5 and 6 of Algorithm 2.1, we have 
f(z k) <_ f(z) ÷ 8Bilhk[l ~ (8) 
Let ~ E E~ N V~ be arbitrary. The minorant g for f on C(~, h k) is 
g(=) - f(~) -4- fI(z')(=1 - z'I) -4- f~(z)(=2 - £'2) (9) 
The following three estimates follow directly from the Taylor expansions for f, f~, f~ : 
/(~) = f(z) + ½[ffi(=')(~1 - ~)~ + 2/~'2(=')(~ - ~)(~2 - :2) + f~(1)(~2 - :2) 2] 
>/(z) ÷ AII~ - al1212; 
f~(.¢) f~tl(=")(Zl zl)÷fi2(m )( 2 z2) 
> - ~/[fi'd=")P + [f~%(=")]= II~ - zll 
>_ -Bv~l l~  - zll; 
f~(~) -- f~(~)(a:1 -- zl) ÷ f;;(~)(£'2 -- z2) 
> -~/[f~%(~)]~ + [f~%(~)]~ II~ - all 
where we used Assumption 4.1 and Schwartz inequality. Now from (9) it follows that 
g(=) _> .f(z) + AI I~ - al l=/2 - BrO I l  ~ - zl lh ¢ - BV~ IV' - zl lh~ (10) 
From (8) and (10) we conclude that the test T2 will eliminate the cell C(~, h t) unless 
f ( z )  + .AII~ - zl l=/~ - ~v/2  II ~ - z l lh f  - ~v /~ l l~  - =llh~ < .f(a) + 8~llh~ll a (11) 
i.e., I1~ - all < ~l lh~l l ,  where ~1 can be obtained by ~olving (11) for I1~" - all. ! 
LEMMA 4.3. Let z E Z3 and let k > ko. Then the cell C(:~, ht), g" E gt  can be retained only if 
the following two conditions hold: 
(i) [~ - z2[ _< B2h~, where B2 is a constant; 
(ii) [~ - z~[ _< B3h~, where B3 is a consZan~. 
PROOF. There is no loss of generality in assuming that z = (zl, z2), where zi E (pl, ql), z~ -p~.  
Let ~ E E~_l be such that z E C(~, h~-l). The concave minorant g for f on C(~, h ~-l)  is 
~(=) =/(~)  +/~(~)(=~ - ~)  + I~(~)(=~ - ~)  - ~1=~ - ~1. 
Let ~ = (~1,~2) be a point in C(~,h ~-1) where 9 attains its minimum. By monotonicity of g 
with respect o =~, it follows that i2 - z~. Using the Taylor expansion for f (z l ,  z~) with respect 
to zl,  we have 
' " ' " _ ~(h~-~)~/~ 2~(h~p,  f(~') -- f(z) ÷ ~fl1(Z )(zl -- zl) 2 < f(z) ÷ -- f(z) ÷ 
which means that 
f(=k) <_ f(z) ÷ 2B(h~) ~ (12) 
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Let ~ E Ek n 11, be arbitrary and k > k0. A lower bound for the minorant g for f on C(~, h k) 
can be obtained as follows: 
where the last inequality holds for k _> kl > k0 since Q2 --~ 0 as k --* oo. Using Lagrange formula 
we get 
f(~) = f(~1, ~2) = f(s~, ~2) - f(~, z~) + f(~, z2) > AI~2 - z21 + f(z) 
so that 
g(z) >_ f ( z )  + A]~2 - z21 - Bh  k - 2Bh~ (13) 
From (12) and (13), it follows that the cell C(e, h k) will be eliminated unless 
f ( z )  + AI~2 - z21 - Bh~ - 2Bh~ < f ( z )  + 2B(h~) 2 (14) 
i.e., ]~2 - z2] < B~h~, where B2 is a constant hat can be obtained by solving (14) for [~2 - z2] 
and noting that h i and h~ are proportional. This proves part (i) of the lemma. 
To prove (ii), consider an arbitrary point ~ E Ek t7 Vz for which (i) holds. Let g be a concave 
minora~t for f on C(~, hk): 
g(z) = f(/:) + f~(~)(xl -- a:l) + f~(z)(x2 -- x2) -- Q21x2 - s21. 
Since g is monotonous with respect to z~, its minimum on C(~, h ~) will be attained for z~ = 
e2 - h~. Therefore 
g(z) > f(~) + fI(~)(zx _ ~)  _ y~(~)hk _ Q2h~ 
As was pointed out earlier in this section, the numbers Q~ satisfy an inequality of the type 
Q2 <_ B~h~, so that 
g(~) >-- f(z) + fI(~)(Zl -- £'0 - f~(~)h~ - B4(h~) 2 (15) 
Let ~ = (xt, z~) and consider the following five Taylor expansions: 
1 tt t - 
f ( :e )  = f(z) + f~(z)(~ - z2) + "~f~2(z )(~c2 -- z~) ~ 
f~(~) = f~(~) + f~(u)(~2 -- z2) 
t./utxt~ f~(x) = f2(z') + J22k )~ ~ -- z2) 
f(Y.) = f(z) + ~flx(V)(xx -- z l )  2 
f i(~) = fi~(v')(~t -- zl) 
Note that by (i), we have h~ _< I~ - z2[ _< Bzh~. Using these facts and (15), we obtain 
~(~)  >_ f(i)+,~2~."'~"'~)~ ~ . . . . .  z~)~+fi(~)(~ )+f~'~(~)(~ z~)(~ ~)  B~(~)~ 
>_ f(~) - BB~(~) /2  + f i (~)(~ - ~)  - m~ I~1 - ~1-  B,(h~)~ 
I # - 
= f (z)  + ~/ , t (v)(x,  - z,) 2 + f i '~( , / ) (~ - z,)(z~ - ~,) - BB2h~lxt  - ~,1 
- (BB~+2B4)(h~)/2>f(z)+½A(~_ . . . .  z,) ~ BlOt z~lh~ BB2h~h~ 
- (SB~ + 2~,)(h~)~/2 
Using (12) and the obtained lower bound for g(z) we conclude that the cell C(~, h k) will be 
eliminated unless 
f ( z )  + ½A(Y:I - zt)  2 - BI~I  - ztlh~ - BB~hth2t ~ - (BB~ + 2B4)(h~)/2 < f ( z )  + 2B(h~) ~. 
Solving this quadratic inequality for I~ - z~ I and using the fact that h~ and h~ are proportional, 
we finally get I~t - zxl < Bah~. II 
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Lemmata 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 establish implicitly an upper bound for the cardinality of E~. 
Indeed, the corresponding cells have disjoint interiors and the distances of their centers to the 
corresponding optimal points are bounded above by a constant imes IIh~ll. When k is replaced by 
k + 1, these bounds are halved, but so are the sizes of the cells, which means that the same upper 
bound on the number of the retained cells applies. Although Lemmata 4.1, 4.2, 4.3 consider only 
the final stage of the kth iteration (j - n) it is clear that the other values of j can be treated 
similarly. 
We have thus proved the following. 
THEOREM 4.1. Consider the problem (4) with Assumption 4.1. Let (Et) be the sequence of 
sets generated by Algorithm 2.1 and suppose that the choices oleo, ho, g, y', and y~' are made 
according to the recommendations at the be$dnning of this section. Then there is a constant M 
such that for Ml positive integers k and j E {1,. . .  ,n} we have card (Et) <_ M. | 
5. NUMERICAL  EXPERIENCE 
The Algorithm 2.1 was tested on a number  of examples. In the concave minimization case we 
used examples from [7] with separable concave objective functions of the type 
20 
S(x)  = - a) > O, i = I , . . .  ,20 
i=1 
The feasible set X = {z E R2°[Ax _< b, z > 0} was in all cases defined by the same vector b and 
matrix A: 
bT ' - [ - -5  2 --1 --3 5 4 --1 0 9 40] 
A = 
-3 7 0 -5  1 1 0 2 - I - I -9  3 5 0 0 1 7 -7 -4 -6  
7 0 -5  1 I 0 2 - I -1 -9  3 5 0 0 1 7 -7 -4 -6 -3  
0-5  1 I 0 2 - I - I -9  3 5 0 0 I 7 -7 -4 -6 -3  7 
-5  1 1 0 2 - I -1 -9  3 5 0 0 1 7 -7 -4 -6 -3  7 0 
1 I 0 2 -1 -1 -9  3 5 0 0 1 7 -7 -4 -6 -3  7 0 -5  
1 0 2 - I - I -9  3 5 0 0 1 7 -7 -4 -6 -3  7 0 -5  1 
0 2 - I -1 -9  3 5 0 0 1 7 -7 -4 -6 -3  7 0 -5  1 1 
2 - I -1 -9  3 5 0 0 1 7 -7 -4 -6 -3  7 0 -5  1 1 0 
- I - I -9  3 5 0 0 1 7 -7 -4 -6 -3  7 0 -5  1 1 0 2 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1. 
We report here the results for the following three examples: 
EXAMPLE 5.1. AI ---- . . .  :- A20 :- 1; a : -  1. 
EXAMPLE 5.2. )tl ----- . . .  ---- A20 "- 1; a----0. 
EXAMPLE 5.3. AI = ... = A20 = I; a = 2. 
All three examples have the same optimal solution: zl = z2 = 0, zs -- 28.802397, z4 = z5 = 0, 
z6 = 4.179207, zz = ... = z14 = 0, z15 - 0.618680, zls = 4.093283, z17 = 0, zls = 2.306432, 
z19 = z20 = 0. Table 1 contains the information about the average cardinality of the sets Ek at 
the kth iteration (#(Ek)) and the obtained bounds for relative errors (RE). 
Minimization of a (nonconcave) twice continuously differentiable function over an n-dimensional 
interval will be illustrated on six examples taken from [13]: 
EXAMPLE 5.4. f(Xl, X2) = (I + (El "~- Z2 -~- 1)2(19-- 14zi + 3Z~-- 14z2 + 6zlx2 + 3x~))(30 + (2xi -- 
3z2)2(18 - 32xl + 12x~ + 48z2 - 36xlx2 + 27z~)), X = [-2,  2] x [-2,  2]. 
Optimal solution: z = (0 , -1) ,  f (z )  - 3. 
Obtained solution: x 25 = (-0.0000001,-1.0000000), f (x  25) - 3.0000000. 
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Table I. 
k 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
Example 5.1 Example 5.2 Example 5.3 
# (Ek) RE # (Ek) RE # (Ek) RE 
5 1.6~I  5 9.9~2 5 2 .3~I  
12 1.5~I  8 9.9~2 15 1.9~I  
8 9.2~2 7 6.7~2 26 I . I~ I  
12 7.3~2 6 4.0~2 14 1.0~1 
14 7.3~2 6 4.0~2 14 1.0~1 
6.2~2 9 4.0~2 12 8.2~2 
3.4~2 21 2.7~2 22 4.4~2 
17 1.8~2 18 1.4~2 19 2.0~2 
16 8.6~3 16 6.8~3 18 T.0~3 
19 5.TE-3 19 3.8~3 18 4.6~3 
26 2.8~3 25 2.9~3 28 2.0~3 
31 1.3~3 27 1.3~3 ~ 9.8~4 
41 6.2~4 33 5.0~4 35 4.6~4 
41 2.9~4 25 2.4~4 ~ 2.4E-4 
42 1.5~4 24 1.2~4 35 1.3~4 
7.2~5 ~ 6.9~5 ~ 5.5~5 
26 2.2~5 23 3.0~5 28 2.7E-5 
26 1.6~5 23 3.0~5 ~ 1.3~5 
1.1~5 27 1.0~5 ~ 1.0~5 
51 x~ s ~ [0,15]. ; z l -6 )  +10(1 ~¢)cosz l+ lO,  X [ -5 ,10]x  EXAMPLE 5.5.  f (X l ,X2) - - - -  (Z2- -~ 1W -- -- 
Optimal solution: 
Obtained solution: 
Solutions obtained in [13]: 
z = (r ,  1 + 1.275~'), f ( z )  = 1.25/~r. 
~s  = (3.1415927, 5.0055306), f ( z  2s) = 0.3978874. 
= ( -3 .1416,  12.2750), f(£.) = 7.8537, 
£, = (3.1416, 2.2750), f(£:) = 7.8537, 
---- (9.4248, 2.4750), f (~)  -- 604.32. 
1 6 - -  4z~ + 4z 4, X [-2.5, 2.5] x [ -1.5,  1.5]. EXAMPLE 5.6.  I (X l ,  X2) - -  4X21 -- 2.1Z 4 + ~X 1 -~- XlX2  --  
Obtained solution: 
Solutions obtained in [13]: 
x 28 = (0.0898420,-0.7126564), f (x  ~5) -- -1.0316285. 
- (0.0898, -0.7126),  ~ - ( -0.0898, 0.7126), 
f(£:) = f(£:) = -1.031629. 
EXAMPLE 5.7. f (x )  -" 0.1Z + cosz, X 
Obtained solution: 
Solution obtained in [13]: 
= [o, 17]. 
x 28 = 3.0414252, f (x  25) -- -0.690844913. 
- 3.041325, f (~)  -- -0.690844908. 
EXAMPLE 5.8. f (x )  -- sin ¢ -f s in(10x/3) -{- Inx -- 0.842: q- 3, X -" [2.7, 7.5]. 
Obtained solution: z 25 = 5.199778,f(x ~5) = -1.601307569. 
Solution obtained in [13]: ~ - 5.199798, f (~)  = -1.601307566. 
Table 2 shows the cardinaiities of the sets Ek( j  = 1,... , n). To save space, only the data for 
the iterations 1,4,7,... are given. 
As a conclusion, let us point out that Algorithm 2.1 is well suited for parallel computing; a 
strategy similar to that described in [14] could be used in developing a parallel version of the 
algorithm. From the theoretical point of view, it would be interesting to formulate the "best" 
possible algorithms for the classes of functions considered here (cf. [6]) and to compare the 
computational efforts involved. 
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1 
4 
7 
I0 
13 
16 
19 
22 
25 
Example 6.4 Exampb 5.5 Exmnple 5.6 Exam~e 5.7 
j= l  j r2  j= l  j=2 j r1  j r2  jffil 
Example ~.8 
j--1 
2 4 2 4 2 2 2 2 
119 192 9 12 7 5 2 2 
116 66 12 17 6 6 2 2 
23 14 14 19 7 6 2 2 
8 9 12 17 6 4 3 2 
8 9 6 7 6 8 2 2 
8 9 8 7 6 6 2 2 
8 9 8 8 6 4 2 2 
8 9 7 9 9 6 2 2 
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